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What do you know about a sentence? 

 

 A sentence is a group of words that makes complete sense. 

 For e.g. book a this is (makes no sense) 

 This is a book. (a meaningful sentence)  

 A sentence starts with a capital letter. 

 For e.g. she is my mother. (sentence doesn’t begin with a 

capital letter) 

She is my mother. (This is a correct sentence. Here it 

begins with a capital letter) 

 A sentence often ends with a full stop. It can also end with a 

question mark or an exclamation mark. 

 For e.g. I have a pet cat. 

 What is your name? / Do you have a pen? 

 A pretty flower! 

 

    

 THE SENTENCE 
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Now read these. 

1. I am a girl. 

 

2. You are a boy. 

 
 

3. What is the colour of your hair? 

 

4. How old are you? 

 

5. I won the race! 

 

6. A big yellow bus! 

 
5 

 

So, what did you learn today? 
 

 The sentence always begins with a capital letter. 

 It ends with a full stop (.), question mark (?) or an exclamatory 

mark (!). 

 Sentence always makes proper sense. 
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Now rewrite these sentences. Begin each sentence with a capital 

letter. Put a full-stop or a question mark at the end. One has been 

done for you. 

 

1. my bag is green 

 

My bag is green. 

                                          

2. she is in her office 
 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. my hair is black 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. the ship sails in the sea 

  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. who is your best friend 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. sara is my sister 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

7. the cat is on the mat 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

8. what is your name 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

9. i like to eat carrots 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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10. you are my friend 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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